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Name: Anonymous Anonymous

General Comment
River Bend, Unit 1 Scoping Environmental Impact. ID: NRC-2017-0141-0004
.Need to thoroughly evaluate:
Short, medium; long, vecy long-term evacuation-abandomnent (100 yrs plus) within 10 to 50
mile radius:
The.combined environmental and socfo-economic impact of anticieat disaster.impeding ops
in the nearby petro-chemical corridor out to 50 miles-must be ev~luated... WHY IS ENTERGY
USING A 6 MILE ZONE ON ITS MAPS?
If workers at petro-chemical plants must be evacuated due to nuclear disaster, the
environmental impacts evaluation should include a combination of nuclear' fire and
radiological and chemically toxic fumes (apart from the fact that most radionuclides are both
radiologically and chemically toxic).
Impacts of a nuclear qJfill.Ster on the major US transportation routes crossing the area £-/(_~?£ = ff:!> H-03 "'-
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interstate highways, river shipping and port facilities within the 50 mile radius and beyond
must be evaluated.
Impacts on tourism and irreplaceable cultural sites, including the historically significant ones
noted on the RB site, which will be lost forever in a nuc disaster. Entergy is hiding info with a
blank page on what seems to be a site of incredible significance to Native American history,
likely including burial grounds; significant cultural artifacts.
Impacts of BOTH the accumulation of ongoing nuclear discharges on the regional.
environment, some very long-lived, and nuclear accident upon the environment-population
must be properly evaluated. These must include contamination cost and purification costs of
groundwater; river-Gulf-ocean water; land; air. Your dilute to deceive scam fails over time.
Impacts upon colleges-universities: Southern in Baton Rouge, LSU, and any others; likely
impacts upon UL Lafayette just outside the 50 mile ione mustbe;reported:. ·
Renewable Alternatives must be properly evaluated. They are not. Renywables .must be
evaluated in combination, as well as with improved insulation; rather than Entergy's either-or.
Increasing CF (Capacity Factors) for PV and other renewables must be considered, and
compared to the declining CF of RB nuclear - offline for months at a time due to defects-need
of repair. CF for current solar PV and PV CF.in 8 years time must be the comparision. Ditto
for algae fuels, wind, etc. RB may be at 0 for 5 mths plus per year like Grand Gulf has been.
Insulation-new films which keep heat out must be considered in combo with renewables-other
non-nuclear alternatives.
Community; individual; utility owned rooftop soiar (& PVs on parking lots) options must be
considered, not only utility scale on virgin land. Even for virgin land, a 20,000 acres est. for
PV solar must be compared to the 5,026,400 acres within 50 mi of RB which may be a
permanent no-go zone (over 1. million acres for Chernobyl). Acres need for solar is declining,
too.
Comparison must consider socio~economic and environmental· costs of major nuclear ·
· disasters, especially the area being a permanent no-go exclusion ione. Both renewable and
oil-gas alternatives then are best.
Impact of RB nuclear disaster on the French speaking minority of Louisiana must be
considered. The 50 mi radius backs into Lafayette, cutting across native French speaking area,
i.e. cultural genocide.
For environmental justice impacts on African Americans, the proper comparison is to the
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national avg - NOT the Louisiana or MS avg., nor the region. US avg. African· American
population is 13.3%; population in the 50 mile radius is 36.4%, meaning there is an
environmental justice issue.
Cost of evacuation of populations from the 10 mile radius and from the 50 mile radius must be
evaluated, along with feasibility.
Financial and social costs should include but not be limited to health care. Impacts of lifeshortening effects, including loss of family care-givers must be included. The US govt BEIR
report puts increased cancer rate at 1% per 100 mSv exposure. A more recent US govt funded
study suggests that it is higher-15% or gteater. Using the outdated ICRP percentage is
mia.cceptabfo~ What is the financial & psychological cost for fert~lity treatments. due to
radiation induced infertility? The psychological cost when they are ineffectiye? Not all feel
that more immigration is a fair substitute for having their Owll children. Immigrants replacin,g .
locals is actually defined as genocide.
What about the largest maximum-security prison in the United States with 6300 prisoners &
1,800 staff, about 25 miles from RB, in the event of a nuclear disaster? What are the security
and other consequences of either leaving them - probably without staff supervison or
evacuating them and to where?
What about the consequences of a nuclear waste accident on site, either spent fuel fire or
crack within the unmonitored 1/2 thick Holtec spent fuel canisters? Entergy and Holtec have
requested that important information be withheld: See: ML052280428

·Ref to Entergy Enviro Impact for·RB: ML 17174A531
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